WHO IS A CLOSE CONTACT AT WORK?

Variants of concern can spread more easily. This means there is a lower threshold for classifying close contacts who must self-isolate, based on factors including amount of contact, use of masks & eye protection, & ventilation.

**CLOSE CONTACT**

You were within a 6 feet, or 2 metres distance for a total of 15 minutes or more throughout the day, even if you were both wearing a mask.

You attended the same meeting in a closed space.

You went for lunch breaks or socialized with a person.

**NOT CLOSE CONTACT**

You maintained a 6 feet, or 2 metre distance.

You attended the same meeting, wore masks & eye protection, & kept your distance.

You worked in close proximity but were separated by a plexiglass barrier in an area with good ventilation.

A person who works within close proximity to you.

A person who works the same shift as you but in a different area.
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